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DID 0x12 Device Report FormatDID 0x12 Device Report Format –– Baby MonitorBaby Monitor
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Format of 

RPT_Device_Data

CMD Code: Fixed as 0xFF to represent this report string is a report data string.

Suffix ID, Ending of Report data, fixed as 0xA5

Status Data: Status of Current report

TB Data: Body Temperature

Where: 

- 0x00, represents no error.

- 0x20, represents overflow, TA data or TB data will be 0x80 if overflow.

- 0x40, represents device error, and current report should be ignored.

- Others, reserved for further definitions.

It is an offset data of Body temperature in 2’s complement Hexadecimal format to represent with one decimal value in 

Celsius degree. It should be added with 36 to perform a complete body temperature.

- Example: If it is 0xFD, representing -0.2, combining with 36, the result of the body temperature will be 35.8 °C.

- Maximum offset is 0x7F, representing +12.7, or 48.7 °C. Minimum offset is 0x80, representing -12.8, or 23.2 °C.

- If overflow, it will be maintained in maximum offset, or in minimum offset, and the Status Data will be 0x40.

TA Data: Ambient Temperature

Same definition as TB Data, but the base is 25 instead of 36.

- Example: If it is 0x20, representing +3.2, combining with 25, the result of the ambient temperature will be 28.2 °C.

- Maximum offset is 0x7F, representing +12.7, or 37.7 °C. Minimum offset is 0x80, representing -12.8, or 12.2 °C.

- If overflow, it will be maintained in maximum offset, or in minimum offset, and the Status Data will be 0x40.

Prefix ID: Starting of Report data, fixed as 0x5A.

UART Setup

-BaudRate = 19200, DataBits = 8, StopBit = 1, Verify = None
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